LASER PROCEDURES
Laser procedures benefit greatly from the post treatment application
of NeoGenesis Recovery and Intensive Moisturizer. Use NeoGenesis
Recovery, followed by Intensive Moisturizer twice a day topically.
Recovery will reduce redness, irritation and downtime, and enhance
the effects of the procedure. Intensive Moisturizer will hydrate the
skin and provide proper barrier function.
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CO2 LASER WITH PRP

5 DAYS

“

As a clinic director, I wanted to
try NeoGenesis on myself first.
I received both a PRP and a CO2
Laser treatment. I am amazed
at what Recovery and Intensive
Moisturizer did to reduce my
downtime and discomfort post
procedure.

“
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FRAXEL LASER

“

LEFT HAND - 1 DAY AFTER
FRAXEL LASER TREATED
WITH NEOGENESIS

RIGHT HAND - 1 DAY AFTER
FRAXEL LASER TREATED WITH
ANOTHER LEADING PRODUCT

I had Fraxel Laser done on my
hands so I could compare the
Recovery and Intensive Moisturizer
(on my left hand) with another
leading product used post laser,
(on my right hand). The day after
the procedure my right hand was
inflamed, red and felt like I had a
severe sunburn. My left hand had
very little redness, almost no
inflammation and most importantly,
NO PAIN! By Day 2 my right hand
still felt tender and slightly sunburnt
but, my left hand felt fantastic!

“
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FRAXEL LASER

BEFORE

30 DAYS

“

My year old fraxel laser scar
disappeared after using Recovery
for only 30 days! I thought I
would be using makeup to hide
it for the rest of my life. Amazing!
I’m so happy to have found
NeoGenesis!

“
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IPL LASER BURN

7 DAYS
POST IPL LASER BURN.
FIRST APPLICATION
OF RECOVERY

9 DAYS
POST IPL LASER BURN.
2 DAYS ON RECOVERY

14 DAYS
POST IPL LASER BURN.
6.5 DAYS ON
RECOVERY

“

I’m a licensed Pharmacist and work
with and used other skin care products
in the past but my experience has left me
in shock after personally seeing how
NeoGenesis Recovery worked on my IPL
Laser Burns. I honestly have never seen
anything like it, worked so fast!

“
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"I am the owner and clinic director at Rocky Mountain Laser College. We are a laser esthetic training
college in Colorado. I have specialized in Co2 fractional treatments since 2009, performing multiple
hundreds each year. I have tested many different human growth stem cell products in the past, and
found some that worked and others that did nothing. In testing NeoGenesis product line, I gave my
mother an aggressive Co2 treatment. I applied the NeoGenesis Recovery within 7 minutes of the start
of the treatment. Studies have shown it takes about 15 minutes for the fractional holes to close, and
products should be applied within that window. I then had her apply NeoGenesis Recovery morning
and night after washing with NeoGenesis Cleanser. Compared to her previous Co2 treatments in the
past, she felt this was the most comfortable downtime she has had. She also healed much faster than
she ever has, about 2 days ahead of schedule. Within 5 days she was completely back to normal, just
having a slight redness, that makeup covered without a problem. My mom felt that the NeoGenesis
line, especially the Recovery serum, made her overall Co2 experience much more tolerable. She has
said she will not do another Co2 fractional without using the NeoGenesis line.
I also tested on my Office Manager. Thanks to NeoGenesis, she was confident enough after the Co2
treatment with NeoGenesis Recovery to go to dinner with a male friend that night. She had minimal
swelling next day, and no swelling the day after. She usually take about 5-7 days to heal. She felt
completely healed in 3-4 days. I truly believe she got the collagen building we usually see in 3 months,
in a single months’ time.
After seeing the results my mom and office manager had I had to see the results for myself. I had a Co2
fractional with moderate settings. I did a blood draw, spun down to plasma then applied topically post
Co2 fractional. Then when it dried I applied NeoGenesis Recovery. I reapplied Recovery right before
bed. I woke up to no swelling only redness. I usually will take a Medrol dose pack for swelling post
treatment, and decided this time not to take it. I was happy to find I didn’t even need it. I washed with
NeoGenesis Cleanser twice daily and then applied Recovery after each wash. I sprayed NeoGenesis
Moisturizing Mist throughout the day as needed.
As I write this I am not even 36 hours post treatment, and look as though I am 5-7 days into healing. I am
beyond pleased with my experience using the NeoGenesis product line post Co2 fractional. I will be
including the Cleanser, the Recovery serum, and the Moisturizing Mist with all Co2 fractional procedures
for my clients.
We are now including the NeoGenesis line in all our skin rejuvenation classes, students love the products.
These products will be great for any laser clinic interested in reducing downtime and discomfort for their
patients."

Jess Riggs, Vice President
Rocky Mountain Laser College
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Next Generation
Stem Cell Science

Who We Are
NeoGenesis is in the business of providing skin
and hair products that enhance people’s lives.
Our products are safe and effective on all skin
types and all skin conditions.
NeoGenesis skin care products return to the skin those nutrients once created by
our stem cells in abundance during our youth, but that have diminished with aging.
An optimal concentration of these nutrients in the skin as provided by the NeoGenesis
products is critical for maximum healing benefit
following LASER procedures.
Learn more about our innovative line of skincare, hair and lash/brow
products through your skin professional or visit the
NeoGenesis website: neogenesis.com.

Science Never Looked So Good ™
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